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Abstract: Keeping up the participation is vital in every one of the organizations for checking the execution of workers. Each foundation has its own particular strategy in and collecting attendance specific manner. Some are taking participation physically utilizing the old paper or record based methodology and some have embraced strategies for programmed participation utilizing some biometric systems. A participation recording framework's essential capacity is to keep a record of the time at which the representatives of a specific firm answer to work and leave from work. It is a standout amongst the most broadly utilized occasion recording application as a part of the business today. A track of representative participation is an unquestionable requirement for finance era. The customary technique for keeping up a participation register makes the employment extremely dull and inclined to human mistakes. The gathering and handling of information of representative participation may incorporate leaves, half working days, extra time and so on and utilizing it to create the finance physically devours critical worker hours, which thus could be utilized to build profitability and thus beneficially of the firm. If there should arise an occurrence of a blunder, much additional the reality of the situation will become obvious eventually used to identify and redress it, if the procedure is manual. The entire procedure can be improved to awesome degree. This paper describes the various research work recently proposed related with the above specified issues.
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I. Introduction

Presently, there are lots of schools and Universities around the globe and some of them comprise of understudies up to thousands or more. To handle an extensive number of understudies, it might be an issue particularly to get the participation of the understudies. The manual procedure is that whenever a teacher comes to class, he accompanied register and physically takes Participation by calling roll numbers. This manual procedure has a few imperfections on the grounds that on the off chance that where understudies can cheat by saying participation of their companions. Another issue is that the instructor needed to deal with the register and enter the participation into the log (or) information base. This would be a major issue in the schools and Universities. The appropriate answer for this issue is by outlining a framework that will record participation naturally. RFID frameworks were utilized to record the quantities of understudy's participation naturally. The ID cards of the understudies is inserted with RFID label which is peru naturally. RFID framework was an incipient innovation, profoundly established by its initial advancements in utilizing radar 1 as a harbinger of foe planes amid World War II. A plenty of commercial ventures have utilized the advantages of RFID innovation for upgrades in segments like military, games, security, carrier, creature ranches, human services and different regions.

II. Literature Survey

Attendance systems are designed base on various biometric techniques. It also includes use of RFID techniques. The various techniques proposed by many researchers are discussed in this section.

2.1. Automatic Attendance Sysytm Using Combined Biometrics Techniques

Jain et. al. proposed an application [1], in which roll list of the students of a particular class appears when the teacher starts the application program. Student’s attendance can be taken by the use of click-box in front of the name of the students. A Register Catch button has to be pressed then to register their presence. Be that as it may, in this additionally, human association for participation following is required. For solving this problem, another concept was proposed, in which the understudy needs to enlist exclusively by using a program of customer server attachment available in proposed gadget.
These days, in the mechanized check process, numerous biometric strategies are there in the business sector.
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**Fig. 1.** Biometrics Techniques

Fig. 1 shows the biometrics techniques, in which biometric innovations empower programmed individual acknowledgment in view of physiological or behavioral qualities.

The advancement of a participation administration framework utilizing biometrics is proposed by Mazzer R. Label [3] considering understudy’s participation among specific small period which has become a difficult test. The capacity to measure the participation rate turns into a considerable errand as manual calculation produces serious mistake, and spent a considerable amount of time. For solving this, a useful participation administration framework using biometrics is designed. With the use of a unique mark gadget, this system gets participation and stores the data in to the database.

In 2004, Vishal Bhalla et al. [4] have proposed the participation framework which is taking participation utilizing Bluetooth communication. Here, participation is utilizing teacher's cell telephone application programming is introduced in teacher's cellular phone empowers it to question understudy's cellular phone by means of Bluetooth association and through exchange of understudy's cell phone Media Access Control (MAC) locations to the educator's cellular phone, nearness of the understudy can be affirmed. The issue of this proposed framework is understudy's telephone is required for participation. If there should arise an occurrence of understudies' truant if his portable is given to his companion then likewise present is stamped. So nearness of understudy is a bit much just telephone ought to be in scope range.

In [5], Anugerah Ayu et. et. al. proposed framework in which an electronic participation framework using NFC innovation is created called a System of Touching. In this framework, two modes are utilized called Peruse/Writer modes.

In the participation framework [6], all the rooms have NFC RFID readers which are associated with educator's system that is associated with the college's system. Be that as it may, again for this situation, understudy must have NFC empowered telephone to stamp nearness in the classroom.

Seema Rao et. al. in 2006 [7] proposed a novel system for worker’s participation using unique finger impression. Here, unique finger print identification is performed and the framework performs all the steps of making participation. For worker unique mark checking, it checks one finger impression layout with all formats available in a specific database.
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**Fig. 2.** Fingerprint Recognition and Authentication
Fig. 2 represents the fingerprint recognition and authentication. New system, unique thumb effect confirmation is shown.

Seifedine Kadry and Mohammad Ismail [8] have proposed one framework. In this paper, a remote iris acknowledgment participation administration framework is planned and actualized utilizing Daugman’s calculation time. To get the participation record, remote verification client is designed. To access this, html document is also designed by this framework. Primary issue in this framework is that perceived face needs to contrast and all passages need to store iris information into the information-base for iris recognition verification process.

This biometrics based framework and its remote procedure takes care of the various problems of spurious participation and of inconvenience of doing a comparing system. It makes clients' attendance most effortlessly and successfully. But the basic problem of framework is that it is so expensive and all the students have to wait for long time for iris scan.

In [9], Student attendance is taken using a bio-metric recognition technique called Face Recognition. As iris and fingerprints recognition requires short view capture of iris and fingerprints. This application is designed to have medium distance recognition by camera set up at the distance of focal-point from the chalkboard in the classroom to covers the most of the classroom. It is designed with the use of ongoing Opens library. So the system (Fig. 4) was proposed to utilize Viola Jones Calculation for counting persons.

Then the face image is detected and processed through resizing, contract correcting and feature extracting using PCA/LDA. After final recognition, attendance is recorded in database with proper information.
Table 1: Attendance System Using Biometrics Techniques and Their Problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>BIOMETRICS TECHNIQUES</th>
<th>Specific Techniques</th>
<th>No. of references</th>
<th>Problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Combined Biometrics Techniques</td>
<td>[1],[2],[3]</td>
<td>Upfront installation expensive, ongoing monthly service fee.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Face Recognition</td>
<td>[1],[2],[3],[9]</td>
<td>2D reorganization is affect by changing in lighting, the person hair’s, and if the person wear glassless.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Iris Technology</td>
<td>[8],[2]</td>
<td>More memory for the data to be stored.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fingerprint Recognition</td>
<td>[7],[2]</td>
<td>For some people it is very intrusive, because is still related to criminal identification. It can make mistakes with the dryness or dirty of the finger’s skin, as well as with the age.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the different technology in automatic attendance system i.e biometrics technology; face reorganization, iris technology and fingerprint reorganization with their problems.

2.2. Automatic Attendance System Using Fingerprin...
Biometric time and participation framework [16] is a standout amongst the best uses of biometric innovation. Primary favorable state of a biometric, time and participation framework is that it maintains a strategic distance from "mate punching". Amigo punching was a noteworthy escape clause which will abuse in the customary time participation frameworks. Unique mark acknowledgment is mostly used technique today, while fingerprints are a time consuming process. But most unique finger impression based biometric frameworks records the details layout of a client in server. It is expected that the particulars layout of a client cover all the data of the first unique mark. This conviction was appeared to be false and a few calculations were recommended that remark's unique mark pictures from details layouts.

The author of a similar work [17] exhibits the configuration approach of a basic and high continuous Zigbee biometric system for simple and efficient participation administration utilizing the fingerprints of the representatives at any association alongside the worker approaching and active log upkeep. Firstly representative's fingerprints are checked by programming and a personality number is assigned as their enlistment. Amid the attendance time when workers awe their fingerprints, against the scanner, the framework thinks about the new unique mark designs and the association between different focuses in the unique mark with the enlistment database. A match is recorded as a thumb practicing securing, handling, transmission, coordinating. Through this programmed framework, time and labor is decreased to the immense degree.

Another work [18] portrays that the face is nothing but the unique character of a man. The participation is taken in each schools, universities and library. Customary methodology for participation is educator calls understudy name and record attendance. The framework depicted in this paper intends to go amiss from such conventional frameworks and present another methodology for taking a participation utilizing picture Processing. The working of an Automatic Attendance System in a classroom situation is simple. At first video clip of a classroom is taken and is put away in the database, and these video is changed over to edges/pictures.

Author [19] tackled the difficulties of manual strategy for recording the participation in institutes of Nigeria. A computerized participation framework was embraced. The difficulties incorporate trouble while recording the participation list with in the specified duration are pointless wastage of time amid composing or marking, disgraceful documentations, negligence of understudies to compose or sign the participation paper, negligence of instructors overlooking the participation list in the classroom, understudies composing and marking unlawfully for a non-attendant. Radio recurrence recognizable proof (RFID) programmed participation framework is implemented at Nigeria's instructive organizations that gives the proper functionalities of enrolling.

The exact acknowledgment of a man is possible using face acknowledgment framework and this ID is utilized for further handling. Customary face acknowledgment frameworks can utilize strategies to distinguish a face from the given information but the outcomes are not generally exact and exact as fancied. So, the new framework depicted [20] intends to go amiss from such conventional frameworks and acquaint another methodology with distinguish an understudy utilizing a face acknowledgment framework called 3D Facial Model.

In 2011 the Mohammed et. at. [21] presented another understudy participation framework taking into account biometric verification convention. This framework is fundamentally utilizing the face identification and the acknowledgment conventions to encourage checking understudies' participation in the classroom. In this work, the classroom's camera is used for capturing the student’s photographs, specifically face identification and acknowledgment procedures were actualized to create the teacher participation record. Really, it is effective than the other understudy participation techniques as the discovery and acknowledgment are thought are the best and speediest strategy for biometric participation framework. Concerning the understudies and educator sides, the framework is working with no arrangement and without any exertion.

Augusta et. al. [22] exhibits the outline and development of programmed participation stamping and parent cautioning framework, with a specific end goal to make a perfect domain for instructing in classes. In this model, each understudy and instructor might have an extraordinary RFID card. As an understudy draws close to the class entryway, it opens just if his RFID matches with the database and once he entered the class. This procedure proceeds until the teacher enters the class, once he enters the class the entryway is bolted and the rundown of missing understudies is made. SMS should be sent to the particular guardians of the non-attendant understudies through the GSM module present in the model. Amid this handle however the RFID of the understudy is coordinated he is not permitted to enter the class as he is late or some other understudy inside the class is permitted to leave the class. The class entryway opens just when the teacher brings his RFID tag close to the class entryway showing the culmination of class and the same technique proceeds for each class.

Jyothi Kameswari [23] suggests that most instructive establishments' chairmen are worried about understudy sporadic participation. Truancies can influence understudy general scholarly execution. The ordinary technique for taking participation by calling names or marking on paper is extremely tedious and unreliable, subsequently wasteful. Thusly, PC based understudy participation administration framework is required to help
the personnel and the instructor for this time give much helpful technique to take participation, however a few requirements must be done before begin utilizing.

2.4. Automatic Attendance System Using RFID

Nirmala et. at. [24] suggested that the application of attendance system validation is a huge issue in framework by controlling through PC based correspondence. Face acknowledgment is an essential branch of biometric confirmation and has been generally utilized as a part of numerous applications, for example, video screen framework, human-PC connection, and entryway control framework and system security. This work portrays a strategy for attendance which is incorporated with the face acknowledgment innovation utilizing Personal Component Analysis (PCA) calculation. The framework will record the participation of the understudies in classroom environment naturally and it will give the offices to the workforce to get to the data of the understudies effortlessly by keeping up a log for check in and checkout time. Table 2 shows the automatic attendance system using specific technology and with their problems.

Pragyan Mishra [25] said that the system unique mark coordinating has been effectively utilized by law authorization for over a century. The innovation is presently discovering part of different applications, for example, personality administration and access control. In this setting, robotized unique mark acknowledgment framework and recognizable proof of key difficulties are portrayed alongside the exploration open doors. The depiction resembles an item outline in this report actualizing RTOS (Real time working framework) under the area of installed framework. Unique mark Recognition is a broadly mainstream yet an intricate example acknowledgment issue. It is exceptionally hard to plan precise calculations fit for separating remarkable elements and coordinating them in a vigorous way. In this work, author have accompanied a novel way to deal with streamline the current issues with a legitimate Installed System Design.

Ananya U. Khairatkar [26] proposed this day and age, a paper based methodology which is taken after for checking participation, where the understudies sign on the participation. This information is then physically gone into the framework. Dealing with the participation of the understudies amid addresses is a troublesome errand and it turns out to be more troublesome amid the report stage. This is on the grounds that the way toward stamping participation and keeping up the information is not completely computerized and manual calculation produces blunders and squanders a part of time. Hence, the advancement of Attendance Monitoring System (AMS) is performed.

Table2: Automatic Attendance System Using RFID Techniques and Their Problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>RFID TECHNIQUES Specific techniques</th>
<th>No. of References</th>
<th>Problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>[12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [24]</td>
<td>If only RFID based attendance is there, suppose student 1 is absent and he gives his card to student 2.so student 2 can easily access two cards..So that is a flaw in this system, Damage on the smart card, Lack of awareness the student in the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NFC</td>
<td>[13], [17], [18], [19], [20], [22], [23]</td>
<td>Hacking is possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2014 [27] the author said that, participation Management System (AMS) is the least demanding approach to monitor attendance for combined associations, for example, school clubs, scouting units, church bunches, business associations and volunteer gatherings. Among the individual recognizable proof techniques, face acknowledgment is known not the most normal ones, since the face methodology is the methodology that utilizes to distinguish individuals in regular lives. Albeit different techniques, for example, unique finger impression distinguishing proof can give better execution, those are not fitting for common savvy cooperation’s because of their intrusive nature. This face location separates faces from non-confronts and is along these lines crucial for exact participation.

Jomon Joseph proposed [28] a system which is gone for executing a digitized framework for participation recording. Current participation stamping techniques are dreary and tedious. This work is proposed to handle every one of the various issues. Being a standout amongst the best utilizations of the picture handling, face acknowledgment has an imperative part in specialized field particularly in the field of security reason. Human face acknowledgment is a critical field for checking reason particularly on account of understudy's participation.

In Feb 2015, Deepali Kokare et. al. [29] suggested that being a standout amongst the best utilizations of the picture handling, face acknowledgment has a fundamental part in specialized field particularly in the field of security reason.

Generally understudies' participation is recorded by calling their names however a novel methodology [30] expends parcels of time for investigation and to produce reports with a specific end goal to spare time while
recording understudies participation numerous advancements, for example, RFID, Biometric, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi systems.

Embedded systems include various processors like ARM-7 [31, 32], ARM-9 [33], ARM-11 [34] processors. Raspberry pi system board [35, 36] and Arduino system board [37] are mostly used embedded boards by many researchers. It has open source platform for interfacing various compatible modules like RFID detector [38, 39], GSM module [40], GPS module [41], fingerprint module [37] and face tracking camera module [42] which are used for the design of attendance systems.

III. Conclusion

Automatic embedded attendance system is a system where one can take the attendance with the help of RFID, Biometrics like Face and Fingerprint Recognition etc. This paper presents discussion about the various technologies which are recently proposed for taking the attendance of students/workers. Older methods are the wastage of time of lectures. Computerized systems can be used for replacing it. RFID and WhatsApp based systems can take automatic participation for all the students entering. Face Recognition can be also utilized to verify the students which can avoid the proxy attendance. The paper suggests that the use of RFID, fingerprint recognition and face recognition techniques are mostly preferable as per the discussion by many researchers.
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